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Abstract: With trade deregulation and globalization, supply chains have become increasingly global and complex. Supply
chain systems have emerged as the new frontier for generating competitive advantages. It is now no longer a given single
business competing against another; instead, it is the entire supply chain system competing against other supply chain
systems in the global market. Because of uncertainties induced by various sources such as transportation delay and
manufacturing processes variability, ensuring the reliability of the overall supply chain system and all members in the system
while considering these uncertainties is a highly complex task. This research introduces a novel measure to quantify the
reliability rate of the overall supply chain system and the reliability of each member involved in the system. Also, the paper
introduces an optimization approach to develop reliability of each entity in the supply chain system such that the reliability
rate requirement of the overall supply chain system is ensured. Methodology, numerical examples, and case studies are
provided to illustrate the approaches for calculating the supply chain system reliability rate. The case studies include simple
ones as well as multi-level complex supply chain system.
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1. Introduction
The development of global manufacturing centers has increased the need for efficient and reliable supply chain
systems (SCS’s). Several parameters have been used to quantify the efficiency of a SCS, such as cost of delivery, ability to
meet due dates and damages during shipping, which can be considered as important factors for SCS efficiency improvement.
Studies have also been reported in the literature to develop the most efficient distribution network for a SCS (Cook & Rich,
1999; Kohl & Madsen, 1997; Larsen, 1999), which focuses mostly on minimizing distance and identifying best distribution
routes. Chabrier (2006) developed a solution strategy for the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) with elementary shortest path
based column generations to ﬁnd a set of routes that c over all nodes with minimum traveling distances. Bräysy & Gendreau
(2005) also proposed a meta-heuristic algorithm to solve VRP with Time Windows that aims to identify the least costly
routes from one depot to others. Azad & Davoudpour (2010) compared Tabu search algorithm and simulated annealing for
minimizing total expected costs while considering fixed cost to open distribution centers, transportation cost from distribution
centers to customers, and expected cost due to disruption situations. Wen-sheng & Li (2007) developed a model of leadtime-contingent pricing model that illustrates how product price is sensitive to delivery time. The study showed that product
cost decreases when scheduled delivery time increases, indicating that it is vital to keep the availability of products on time.
However, in their research they considered disruptions in the location and the capacity while opening new distribution
centers, but did not consider the cause of disruption and how the impact of disruptions can be minimized.
Research in supply chain have also focused on effectively dealing with natural disasters such as tsunami and
earthquakes (Peng et al., 2011; Shukla, Lalit, & Venkatasubramanian, 2011). Ravindran et al. (2010) introduced a value-atrisk (VaR) model to measure the risk of supply chain disruptions caused by natural disaster events. Jabbarzadeh et al. (2012)
introduced a mixed-integer nonlinear programming has been formulated based on risk disruption at facilities to maximize
total profit , wherein the facilities can be disrupted by natural disaster, machine breakdowns, terrorism, and wars. The
probability of occurrence of natural disaster events are low, as a result of which, their cost implication cannot be fully
understood. In SCS structure, most of the reported studies have focused on a single factory or production system that
supplies products to multiple retailers. The upstream SCN in which several manufacturers, either in parallel or in series,
supply to a final manufacturer poses a different set of constraints and issues. A complex upstream manufacturing SCS is
shown in Figure 1, where P represents factories, R represent routes, I represent entities, J represents the levels number in the
system.
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